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T4T AGENDA 
TIME   PRESENTATION         ROOM

09:00 - 09:15  WELCOME     TE ATA HAPARA

   Chief Information Officer Superintendent Rob Cochrane 

09:15 - 10:00  PANEL DISCUSSION   TE ATA HAPARA

         Representatives from NZ Police, Smudge, Vodafone and Apple discuss how they
   work together differently to deliver innovative equipment to Police frontline services.  

10:15 - 10:45  HP    TE ATA TUHI

	 	 	 HP	Device	as	a	Service,	the	office	of	the	future	and	changes	in	IT

   The IT department is changing, as people look to this area of the business, to drive 
   efficiency and productivity.  People are noticing the evolution from cost centre, 
   through service centre, to innovation centre. The focus of IT has shifted from cost  
   reduction and standardisation to business innovation, transformation and value 
   creation.

   It’s the one part of the business which can truly create end-to-end connectivity and
   improve departments in every area and employees at every level. 

   Presenter: David Adams

10:15 - 10:45  MICROSOFT      TE ATA MAHINA

   Microsoft	-	Cloud-powered	innovation	&	collaboration	in	public	safety.	

   Tech Strategist Peter Haigh explores data and AI innovation opportunities for
   public safety.    

   Productivity Specialist Nic Bishop showcases modern mobile collaboration tools now  
   available to NZ Police.

11:00 - 11:30   TAIT COMMUNICATIONS                    TE ATA TUHI

   Enhancing	Frontline	Services	via	Tait’s	Future	Networks	Connection	Strategy

   As a NZ Police Strategic ICT Partner, Tait Communications is working with Police on 
   a number of communication innovations to help improve officer safety, productivity
   and enhance the overall frontline service experience. 

   As the number of communication network options increases for NZ Police (Radio,
   Cellular, Satellite, WiFi, Bluetooth) there are now many more choices and 
   opportunities for officers to communicate with each other, command and control,
   and even with other agencies. 

   Tait is working with Police to remove this complexity and make communication 
   decisions “seamless” to the officer so they don’t have to worry what network they’re  
   connected to, which one will work, etc - it just works everywhere and all the time! 
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11:00 - 11:30   APPLE       TE ATA MAHINA

   Wellness	at	work	with	Apple	Watch

   Apple Watch is our most personal product ever - the ultimate device for a healthy  
   life and bringing a whole new dimension to fitness, health, productivity and safety.  
   This session will explore how Apple Watch is being used across the health insurance,
   athlete and emergency responder space to help all employees live a better day. 

11:45 - 12:15  CISCO              TE ATA TUHI 

  	 Cisco	-	The	Network	Intuitive

   Gain insights into Cisco’s strategy that is focussed on Cisco doing more of the heavy
   lifting, providing our customer and partners the tools to focus on their core business.
   Secure intelligent meetings, WIFI 6, Secure SD-WAN and 5G driving the next  
   generation of connectivity and applications driving the network intuitive in real time.

   With unsurpassed investment, R&D and innovation Cisco is at the heart of the next
   internet revolution.   

   Presenter: Glen Bearman

11:45 - 12:15  IBM            TE ATA MAHINA  

   COMING SOON   

   Presenter:  Lori Hand, Public Sector Leader, Global Business Services 

   Lori leads the Global Business Services Public Sector Team at IBM New Zealand,
   bringing her extensive government experience from North America, the Middle East, 
   Asia and Australia. Her career as a consultant and leader has been centred on 
   delivering organisational strategy, data-driven solutions to citizen issues, and 
   multimillion-dollar transformations across multiple Government Departments, social 
   services organisations, universities, and health care clients. 

   Outside of IBM, Lori contributes her time to Hadassah charities where she has designed 
   and led youth village child refugee induction strategies for youth with severe emotional
   problems. She was elected President of Board of the Professional Women’s chapter 
   of Hadassah’s Washington, DC office in 2006, and is currently a member of the 
   New Zealand Institute of Directors.

   An admitted “statistics geek”, Lori taught for four years as an Adjunct Professor at 
   The George Washington University in Washington, DC.  She lives in Wellington with 
   her husband and three children.

12:30 - 13:00  ZAG             TE ATA TUHI

  	 SAP	and	ESRI	enabling	Police	for	the	future	

   SAP is embracing the Spatial Industry and has allied itself with the major vendors 
   like Esri to provide additional functionality for users. But what is Spatial Industry
   really about and why should you care? Zag’s Head of Spatial Services dives into
   what is already there and how this alliance can benefit emergency services
   operations now and in the future.

   Presenter: Matti Seikkula, Head of Spatial



Our	Business	-	Technology	for	Transformation	will	be	held	at	the	Royal	New	Zealand	Police	College.		
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12:30 - 13:00  PEGA        TE ATA MAHINA

 	 	 Upcycling	your	legacy	applications

   Upcycling your legacy applications: How Pega can deliver enterprise modernisation
   through digital case management and process automation.

   Upcycle (Verb) – to reuse (discarded objects or material) in such a way as to create a 
   product of higher quality or value than the original.

   Presenter: David Hill


